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 This paper presents the signal parameter of leakage current based on various 

surface roughness degradation conditions for field-aged high voltage polymer 
insulators. The arithmetical mean of surface roughness is measured accordingly, 
and also the surface leakage current signal is captured effectively using data 
acquisition device via the electrical stress test. With the variation of field-
aged insulators ages which include 6-year, 12-year and 18-year, they have 
been mechanically tested using a surface roughness tester along with 
electrical testing by using the standard method of inclined plane test.  
The surface roughness data are recorded meanwhile the leakage current 
signals are further analyzed using Spectrogram to extract the signal parameter. 

These include the instantaneous root mean squared current, the instantaneous 
total harmonic distortion, the instantaneous total non- harmonic distortion and  
the instantaneous total waveform distortion. From the results of the comparative 
study, it has shown that the statistical quantity of leakage current signal 
parameters is responding in an increasing trend with respect to the incremental 
of the surface roughness. Thus, the signal parameters of the leakage current are 
able to indicate the degradation conditions of insulator surface. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  

Contemporary with the development of insulating material technology, the outdoor polymeric 

insulator is becoming more popular and were commercially used in power industry. Its advantages over a 

non-polymeric insulator in certain application include ease of installation [1], uniqueness of its hydrophobic 

properties and able to achieve lightweight reduction up to 90% [2]. However, this organic-based insulator is 

still experiencing degradation that is affected by the combination of several elements such as mechanical, 

electrical, heat stress and environmental stresses during its operation [3]. These multiple stresses will 

accelerate degradation rapidly which can promote surface hydrophobic loss [4], surface leakage current [5], 

partial discharge, surface tracking [2], erosion [6] and in the worst case its might completely failure [7]. 

By realizing the significant of preventative measures to minimize potential high-risk impacts due to 

the degradation, researchers around the world have worked out on various methods of analysis. Among them 
including analysis of physical assessment such as surface roughness and hydrophobicity, chemical properties [8] and 

electrical properties. Surface roughness [9, 10] and leakage current (LC) analysis [11, 12] are the most common 

analysis that could be further explored. 

However, there are several methods that have been implemented in the LC signal analysis, such as 

time domain, frequency domain and time-frequency distributions (TFD). In this study, Spectrogram as one of 
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the TFD analysis available is used due to its compatibility to suit with the non-stationary characteristics of 

the LC signals whereby the signal content changes in time throughout the insulator testing. The advantage of 

this method has been capitalized by [11] to investigate different stages of LC discharges activities which are 

correlated to the level of polluted insulator surfaces. 

Unlike the time domain and frequency domain that can only analyze LCs in a time series separately, 

another advantage of this method is that a signal can be represented in time-frequency representation (TFR). 

The Spectrogram technique will utilize both time and frequency domain simultaneously. Thus, it has  

the potential to enable LC parameters in both domains to be extracted from Spectrogram. The color intensity 

of TFR represents various amplitude of energy distributed at a particular frequency and time. 

This study is intended to further extend the investigation that has been done in [9]. The response of 
the LC signal that is captured in the standard methods of the electrical stress test with respect to the measured 

surface roughness,    are analysed accordingly. In this analysis, the instantaneous LC signal parameters are 

extracted from the captured LC signal using Spectrogram as described in subsection 2.4. The signals will be 

also calculated statistically in order to compare with the arithmetical mean surface roughness data.  

The testing materials utilized are the three units of field-aged surge arrester’s housing insulator 

which was obtained from Tenaga Nasional Berhad (TNB), the Malaysian national power company. 

Originally, these field-aged insulators were removed from the transmission main intake (Pencawang Masuk 

Utama, PMU) in Pagoh (6-year), Simpang Renggam (18-year) and Plentong (12-year) power substation 

located along the coast in the state of Johor, Malaysia. These insulators have been in the field of services for 

number of years. 

 
 

2. BACKGROUND THEORY 

In this section, the first two subsections will present prior study related to the surface roughness 

condition factors and its relationship with the LC signal parameters. And meanwhile, in the next two 

subsections, the mathematical equations of the Spectrogram and each of the LC signal parameter in 

extraction process are indicated. 

 

2.1. Factors of the insulator age and environmental stress that affected the Ra  

According to Haddad et al., [13], the service age of insulator will greatly affect the value of   . 

When the age is longer, the larger of    will be acquired. This has been acknowledged by Khan [10] in his 
study using the new samples in which it can be observed that the nature of surface insulator much smoother, 

homogenous and minimal porous surface as compared to the aged insulators. Meanwhile, related to  

the environmental stress effect, the condition of    will be getting severe when the stresses themselves are 

worst. For example, when the dust and accumulated pollution have affected the surface roughness of  

the insulator, the dielectric performance will degrade after a long hours operation of the actual power system.  

 

2.2. Relationship of Ra with the LC root mean squared, Irms and the LC harmonic component 

Suwarno [14] in his observation has found out that the rms of LC magnitude is correlated with  

the surface resistance of the insulator. Larger magnitude of LC will generate more heat on the insulator 

surface and may promote the degradation of insulator compare to normal condition with small LC magnitude. 
Sarathi et al., [15], by using specimens with water aged and surface roughened have discovered the time-

invariant nature of the magnitude of LC flow during tracking studies. The magnitude of LC is increasing 

significantly at the time of failure due to tracking. This finding has been acknowledged by Darwison et al., [16], 

justified that as the LC is getting higher, the quality of the insulator will drop thus will shorten lifetime of  

the insulator in the insulation system. 

Suda [17] has analyzed the odd order harmonics and noticed that the odd order of harmonic 

components such as 50Hz, 150Hz, and 250Hz, will have high intensity when strong local arcs occur on  

the insulator surface. Sarathi et al., [15] have discovered that under the aged and un-aged silicone rubber 

insulators during surface tracking phenomena, the fluctuation of percentage on the odd harmonic content will 

occur. Meanwhile, Douar et al., [18] have reported that the LC odd harmonics energy have increased 

proportionally with the increase of polluted layer width while investigating on the LC using the Welch 

frequency spectrum.  
 

2.3. Spectrogram analysis 

Spectrogram is the time-frequency representation (TFR) of the Short-Time Fourier Transform 

(STFT). The Spectrogram is obtained by a modulus squared magnitude of the STFT. It represents a three-

dimensional of the signal energy with respect to time and frequency. Basically, this representation reflects on 

how the frequency content changes over time. The Spectrogram is derived as in (1). 
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where  ( ) is the input signal and  (   ) is the observation window.  

In the case of LC which is supplied by a fundamental source frequency of 50Hz, Jayasundara et al., [19] 

have selected a Hann window because of its lower peak side lobe. This will give insignificant effect on other 

frequencies around fundamental value and harmonic frequencies. In the related studies, Abidin et al., [20] 
have used the STFT and Spectrogram to develop an online monitoring system and allow the user to identify 

leakage current performance in a real time interface. In other application, Too et al., [21] have used  

the Spectrogram as to investigate the relationship between the electromyography (EMG) signal and muscle 

characteristic. In other related work, Jopri et al., [22] have implemented the TFR using Spectrogram to detect 

the harmonic signals which represent total harmonic distortion (THD) and total nonharmonic distortion 

(TnHD) voltage in power distribution system. 

 

2.4. LC signal parameter 

Abdullah et al., [23] have explored the performance of polymeric and non-polymeric insulation 

material in contaminated condition. The Spectrogram is used to extract instantaneous LC signal parameter 

such as root mean squared current (    ), root mean squared fundamental current (     ), total harmonic 

distortion (    ), total non-harmonic distortion ( )    , and total waveform distortion (    ). These parameters 

are estimated instantaneously in order to develop and monitor the state of the materials insulating condition. 

The parameters are derived as in the (2) to (6): 

instantaneous root mean squared current (    )( ) is derived as: 

 

    ( )  √∫   (   )  
    

 
 (2) 

 

where S x (t, f) is time-frequency distribution and fmax is maximum frequency of interest. 

Instantaneous root mean squared fundamental current (     )( ) is defined as the root mean squared 

current at power system frequency and can be calculated as: 

 

     ( )  √ ∫   (   )  
   
   

                      
  

 
          

  

 
 (3) 

 

where f1 is the fundamental frequency that corresponds to the power system frequency and Δf is the bandwidth 

which is set to 50Hz. 

THD is the relative signal energy present at non-fundamental frequencies and written as: 

 

    ( )   
√∑       ( )

  
   

     ( )
 (4) 

 

where       ( ) is root mean squared harmonic current and H is the highest measured harmonic component. 

Nonharmonics are not multiple integer signal components frequency of the power system frequency. 

Therefore, TnHD is referred as distinguishing between nonharmonic and noise, and is calculated as: 

 

     ( )   
√    ( )

  ∑       ( )
  

   

     ( )
 (5) 

 

where       ( ) is instantaneous root mean squared nonharmonic current and M is the highest measured 

nonharmonic component. 

Total waveform distortion (TWD) consists of harmonic distortion and nonharmonic distortion.  

It can be defined as: 

 

    ( )   √    ( )
        ( )

   (6) 

 

 

3. RESEARCH METHOD 

The EPDM silicone rubber insulator in the polyvinyl nitrate (PVN) polymer station class surge 

arrester (SA) is used for testing. The technical details can be referred to the product datasheet in [24].  
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3.1. Workflow of testing and analysis implementation 

The process of testing and analysis of the samples is represented in Figure 1. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Workflow of sample testing and analysis 

 

 

3.2. Tests equipment setup 

The equipment that has been used for surface roughness test is Mitutoyo portable surface roughness 

tester Surftest SJ-410 Series Model [25]. The calibration is carried out prior to the testing. The suitable jig 

and water levelling tool have been used to tune the correct angle configuration between stylus tip and surface 

of insulator sample. The evaluation sampling length is set to 25mm. Others parameter are set according to  

the ISO1997 Standard. The experimental setup for inclined-plane tracking (IPT) Test that has been conducted 

is based on the BS EN 60587 [26]. Basically the setup is similar with the IPT test conducted by Piah et al., [27] 

as shown in Figure 2. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Setup of IPT test equipment 
 

 

This IPT test has been carried out according to the Method 1 test, whereby a constant tracking 

voltage of 3.5kV is applied to simulate continuous tracking voltage. The LC signal that responded to different 

value of surface roughness is crucial and it is recorded continuosly by the data acquisition device (DAQ) for 

further analysis purpose. The combination of the National Instrument NI-USB 6001 DAQ and LabView 

Software have been used for the LC signal data capturing and storing processes. The value of LC can be 

determined by dividing a voltage drop against the 100Ω shunt resistor. A testing period of 60 minutes with 

the constant voltage of 3.5kV is implemented for each specimen, while the contaminant conductivity is set to 

2.56mS/cm and its flow rate at 0.3ml/min which is equivalent to 4.2rpm of peristaltic pump motor speed. 

 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Four points of arithmetical mean surface roughness,    data for each ten field-aged sample are 

recorded. Then, one of the points with the highest    has been choosen to be further tested in electrical stress 

test. The    for each sample of three groups’ field-aged polymer insulator and its controlled samples (CS) 

surface rougness,      as the reference sample are presented in Table 1. The controlled samples are prepared 

by clearing out contaminations on the 12/20 sample in each field-aged group using isoprophyl alcohol and 

rinse it with distilled water [26]. 
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As been indicated in Table 1, the value of      for every group is different, whereby the         
               . The Racs results are also in line with the field-aged Ra minimum and maximum data range. 

The minimum and maximum arithmetical mean surface roughness of each group and its      is shown in Table 2. 

As can be seen from Table 2, the maximum range                               and the minimum range 

                           significantly show a consistent trend of surface roughness level among the 

groups. This can be concluded that based on the surface roughness condition, each group had experienced different 

level of degradation regardless of the age of insulator. The level of degradation among the groups is increased in a 
sequence of 6-year, 18-year and 12-year field-aged insulators respectively. The degradation is influenced by the 

local pollution and environmental stresses because of they in the service at different installation areas [9]. 

The statistical analysis which is based on the minimum and maximum surface roughness data that 

are shown in Table 2 are compared with the signal parameter that gathered from IPT Test and analysed using 

Spectrogram in MatLab. Due to the consistency performance of surface roughness data among the groups, 

only one sample that is the 20/20 shed sample data and output results has been chosen to be presented in 

details. From the the Spectrogram in Figure 3, it shows that, with the highest surface roughness value (   
         ), the existence of non-harmonic and odd harmonic components of this insulators can be differentiated 

significantly compared to the others with less    (in the range of 1.2µm to 1.6µm). The signal energy indicated by 

the color intensity legends are also increased positively as the responses to the increment of the   . 

 

 

Table 1. The arithmetical mean surface roughness for each sample of three groups’ field-aged 

polymer insulator and its controlled samples 
Sample no. Arithmetical mean surface roughness,  a and its controlled sample, Racs of insulators 

6-year field-aged 6-year CS 12-year field-aged 12-year CS 18-year field-aged 18-year CS 

 a-6 (µm)  acs-6 (µm)  a-12 (µm)  acs-12 (µm)  a-18 (µm)  acs-18 (µm) 

2/20 0.897 0.422 2.028 0.925 1.161 0.576 

3/20 1.156 0.422 1.647 0.925 1.333 0.576 

5/20 0.866 0.422 1.510 0.925 1.259 0.576 

6/20 0.788 0.422 1.772 0.925 1.201 0.576 

10/20 1.016 0.422 1.826 0.925 1.078 0.576 

11/20 1.089 0.422 1.629 0.925 1.599 0.576 

15/20 0.645 0.422 2.507 0.925 1.736 0.576 

16/20 0.568 0.422 4.408 0.925 1.643 0.576 

19/20 1.285 0.422 1.243 0.925 1.439 0.576 

20/20 1.219 0.422 10.254 0.925 1.558 0.576 

 

 

Table 2. The minimum and maximum value of the arithmetical mean surface roughness for three 

groups’ field-aged polymer insulator 
6-year field-aged 12-year field-aged 18-year field-aged 

 acs-6=0.422 µm  acs-12=0.925 µm  acs-18=0.576 µm 

 a-6min  a-6max  a-12min  a-12max  a-18min  a-18max 

0.568µm 1.285µm 1.243µm 10.254µm 1.078µm 1.736µm 

 

 

 
 

(a) Ra=1.219µm, 6-year field-aged 20/20 shed sample insulator at the minute of 30th in the IPT test 

 

 

 
 

(b) Ra=1.558µm, 18-year field-aged 20/20 shed sample insulator at the minute of 30th in the IPT test 
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(c) Ra=10.254µm, for 12-year field-aged 20/20 shed sample at the minute of 30th in the IPT test 

 

Figure 3. TFR of Spectrogram of the instantaneous leakage current for different value of surface roughness 

among the three groups of field-aged insulator’s shed 

 

 

Table 3 shows overall average signal parameters in time and frequency domain that were extracted 

from the Spectrogram. The average magnitude of      is increased and correlated with the condition in which 

the more roughened surface, higher of average      will be. In the frequency domain, with a lower value of 

   (in the range of 1.2µm to 1.6µm), it only shows the existence of non-harmonic distortion components 

compared with the          µm. These results are also corresponded to the average percentage of  

the harmonic components in which it can be observed clearly with the increment of the %TWD.  

 

 

Table 3. The average value of LC signals parameter at the minute of 30th for three different 

conditions of surface roughness 
Field-aged 

20/20 shed 

sample 

Average value of 

surface roughness, Ra 

(µm) 

Average value of LC signal parameter at the minute of 30
th
 in the IPT test 

Time domain Frequency domain 

Irms (%) THD (%) TnHD (%) TWD (%) 

6-year 1.219 0.0030 0.0000 0.0003 0.0003 

18-year 1.558 0.0034 0.0000 0.0031 0.0031 

12-year 10.254 0.0052 32.6364 2.1225 34.7136 

 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

It can be concluded that the signal parameter of leakage current that have been extracted from 
Spectrogram have provided very significant indicator in describing the EPDM rubber insulator degradation 

condition based on the   . The results of the electrical signal parameter are correlated with the    data, in 

which with the increment of the    and the signal parameter of     , the harmonic distortion components 

will be also increased. Therefore, the response of LC signal parameters towards a certain threshold value of 

   is really meaningful in order to indicate the degradation conditions of insulator surface. 
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